Bizarre news feeding frenzy erupts inside San Bernardino terror shooters' former home

Just when you thought the surreal San Bernardino mass shooting or is it terrorism or is it a BHO false flag to take our guns couldn’t get any weirder, it gets weirder.

Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik’s landlord opened up the suspects’ townhouse today, and let TV reporters inside. Earlier, investigators found pipe bombs and many thousands of rounds of ammunition in the couple’s rented unit.

A reporter for MSNBC who got in held a California I.D. card up to the live camera, effectively doxing Rafia Farook, mother of presumed mass killer Syed Rizwan Farook. Under the CFAA, when “hackers” do stuff like this, they get prison sentences.
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MSNBC just doxed Rafia Farook, mother of a terrorist, on live television. I've blurred the important bits.
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The MSNBC live shots from inside their former home included close-ups on photographs and other personal belongings, including other identification documents. One of the photos shown on TV was of a child.
A CNN crew was there, too. “CNN, like many other news organizations, was granted access to the home by the landlord,” a CNN spokesperson told the Washington Post.

“We made a conscious editorial decision not to show close-up footage of any material that could be considered sensitive or identifiable, such as photos or ID cards.”

From the New York Times:

A man named Doyle Miller was interviewed on the scene and identified on CNN as “Killers’ Landlord.” The trailer at the bottom of the screen read: “LANDLORD INVITES MEDIA INTO KILLERS’ HOME.”

Authorities in San Bernardino say that on Wednesday, Malik and Farook shot scores of people inside a conference room at the Inland Regional Center. Some 14 people were killed, and another 21 wounded.

PREVIOUSLY ON BOING BOING:
"14 killed in mass shooting in San Bernardino, CA."
This is @MSNBC going through a child's bedroom because they want to get a "SCOOP"
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After 40 years, Sony retires Betamax

You’d be forgiven for thinking the videocassette format long-dead, but it turns out that Betamax is still around. Sony is finally going to withdraw tapes from sale, bringing a 40-year story to an end. The last recorders were sold in 2002.

ベータビデオカセットおよびマイクロMVカセットテープ出荷終了のお知らせ [Sony; via The Verge]

In leaked document, Comcast admits data caps are not about congestion

A leaked Comcast memo discloses that the company’s consumer data caps have nothing to do with network congestion, contrary to its public claims. The internet service provider has often complained
(such as when lobbying against net neutrality) that it must impose limits on service to prevent network congestion. The argument suggests that these measures are [...] READ THE REST

Upvote this: Teach kids in underserved communities how to code with Minecraft

LA Makerspace co-founder Tara Tiger Brown shares a project that her kid-friendly maker workshop is trying to make a reality. READ THE REST

Get the essential data mastery bundle for 94% off in our store

From the fundamentals – like learning the MySQL language- to utilizing today’s top technologies like MongoDB, this bundle is the best thing you can do for your career. Big data is an extremely hot topic, and understanding it from front to back will make you an asset to any company. Gain access to all 7 [...] READ THE REST

Learn epic tricks with the Penguin Magic starter kit, 59% off in our store

Penguin Magic is a great way to get into magic tricks, and master the art in no time. READ THE REST
Get this ultra thin RFID protected wallet for just $35

While large wallets can cause awkward pocket bulges, slim versions that only fit 2-3 cards can be pretty useless. Meet Hover: a thin wallet that both looks good and works like a dream. Easily store at least 10 cards and quickly access them with a “floating” ribbon you pull to drag your cards out of [...]